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s.2012.1Abstract Rough set theory is a powerful mathematical tool for dealing with inexact, uncertain or
vague information. The core concept of rough set theory are information systems and approximation
operators of approximation spaces. In this paper, we deﬁne and investigate three types of lower and
upper multiset approximations of any multiset. These types based on the multiset base of multiset
topology induced by a multiset relation. Moreover, the relationships between generalized rough
msets and mset topologies are given. In addition, an illustrative example is given to illustrate the rela-
tionships between different types of generalized deﬁnitions of rough multiset approximations.
MATHEMATICS SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: 54A05, 03E20, 97R20, 68U35
ª 2012 Egyptian Mathematical Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The theory of rough sets, proposed by Pawlak [1,2], is an exten-
sion of the set theory for the study of intelligent systems charac-
terized by insufﬁcient and incomplete information. The lower
and the upper approximation operators are constructed by
using an equivalence relation on the universe. Using the con-
cepts of the lower and the upper approximations from the rough
set theory, knowledge hidden in information systems may be
unraveled and expressed in the form of decision rules [2,3].tian Mathematical Society.
g by Elsevier
ical Society. Production and hostin
2.001The classical rough approximations are based on equiva-
lence relations, but this requirement is not satisﬁed in some sit-
uations. Thus the classical rough approximations has been
extended to the similarity relation based rough sets [4,5], the
tolerance relation based rough sets [6], the arbitrary binary
relation based rough sets [7–10] and the covering-based rough
sets [11–14].
In classical set theory, a set is a well-deﬁned collection of
distinct objects. If repeated occurrences of any object is al-
lowed in a set, then a mathematical structure, that is known
as multiset (mset [15] or bag [16], for short). Thus, a multiset
differs from a set in the sense that each element has a multiplic-
ity a natural number not necessarily one that indicates how
many times it is a member of the multiset. One of the most nat-
ural and simplest examples is the multiset of prime factors of a
positive integer n. The number 504 has the factorization
504 = 233271 which gives the multiset {2,2,2,3,3,7}.g by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
124 El-Sayed A. Abo-TablIn any information system, some situations may occur,
where the respective counts objects in the universe of discourse
are not single. In such situations we replace its universe of dis-
course by multisets called rough multisets. The motivation to
use rough multisets has come from the need to represent sub
multisets of a multiset in terms of m-equivalence classes of a
partition of that multiset (universe). The mset equivalence rela-
tion and mset partitions are explained in [17]. The mset parti-
tion characterizes an M-topological space, called an
approximation mset space (M,R) where M is an mset called
the universe and R is an equivalence mset relation. The
m-equivalence classes of R are also known as granules with rep-
etition or elementary msets or blocks. [m/x] ˝M is used to de-
note the mequivalence class containing m/x in M. In the
approximation mset, there are two operators, the upper mset
approximation and lower mset approximation of submsets.
An interesting and natural research topic in rough set theory
is to study rough set theory via topology. Indeed, Polkowski [18]
pointed: topological aspects of rough set theory were recognized
early in the framework of topology of partitions. Skowron [19]
and Wiweger [20] separately discussed this topic for classical
rough set theory in 1988. Polkowski [21] constructed and char-
acterized topological spaces from rough sets based on informa-
tion systems. Pawlak [2] and Polkowski [18] summarized related
work respectively. Kortelainen [22] considered relationships be-
tween modiﬁed sets, topological spaces and rough sets based on
a pre-order (also see [23]). Lin [24] continued to discuss this to-
pic, and established a connection between fuzzy rough sets and
topology. Furthermore, using topology and neighborhood sys-
tems Lin [25] established a model for granular computing. Some
authors discussed relationships between generalized rough sets
and topology from different viewpoints. Skowron et al. [6,26]
generalized the classical approximation spaces to tolerance
approximation spaces, and discussed the problems of attribute
reduction in these spaces. Lashin et al. [27] introduced the topol-
ogy generated by a subbase, also deﬁned a topological rough
membership function by the subbase of the topology. Other pa-
pers on this topic we refer to [28–35]. In addition, connections
between fuzzy rough set theory and fuzzy topology were also
investigated (see [36–38]).
We ﬁrst present and study in Section 2 some properties of
rough set theory and some concepts of msets and mset rela-
tions. Moreover, we deﬁne the ﬁrst type of generalized rough
msets in Section 3. Also, in Section 4 we deﬁne the second type
of generalized rough msets. In addition, we deﬁne the third
type of generalized rough msets in Section 5. Furthermore,
an illustrative example is given in Section 6, in order to illus-
trate the relationships between different types of generalized
deﬁnitions of rough multiset approximations. At last, some
conclusion is presented in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce a review of some basic concepts of
rough sets, multisets and multiset relations.
2.1. Rough sets
Suppose we are given a ﬁnite nonempty set U of objects, called
the universe, and R is a binary relation deﬁned on U. We list
the properties that are of interest in the theory of rough sets
[1,2], let A,B ˝ U:L1: RðAÞ ¼ ½RðAcÞc, where Ac denotes the complement of A
in U.
L2. R(U) = U.
L3. R(A \ B) = R(A) \ R(B).
L4. R(A [ B) ˚ R(A) [ R(B).
L5. A ˝ B) R(A) ˝ R(B).
L6. R(/) = /.
L7. R(A) ˝ A.
L8: A#RðRðAÞÞ.
L9. R(A) ˝ R(R(A)).
L10: RðAÞ#RðRðAÞÞ.
U 1: RðAÞ ¼ ½RðAcÞc.
U 2: Rð/Þ ¼ /.
U 3: RðA [ BÞ ¼ RðAÞ [ RðBÞ.
U 4: RðA \ BÞ#RðAÞ \ RðBÞ.
U 5: A#B) RðAÞ#RðBÞ.






Properties L1 and U1 state that two approximations are
dual to each other. Hence, properties with the same numbers
may be regarded as dual properties. Properties L9, L10, U9
and U10 are expressed in terms of set inclusion. The standard
version using set equality can be derived from L1 to L10 and
U1 to U10. For example, it follows from L7 and L9 that
R(A) = R(R(A)). It should also be noted that these properties
are not independent.
With respect to any subset A ˝ U, the universe can be di-
vided into three disjoint regions using the lower and the upper
approximations:
BNDðAÞ ¼ RðAÞ  RðAÞ
POSðAÞ ¼ RðAÞ
NEGðAÞ ¼ U RðAÞ
An element of the negative region NEG(A) deﬁnitely does not
belong to A, an element of the positive region POS(A) deﬁ-
nitely belongs to A, and an element of the boundary region
BND(A) possibly belongs to A.
An accuracy measure of the set A ˝ U according to any




where Œ Æ Œ denotes the cardinality of the set. As one can notice,
0 6 lR(A) 6 1. If A is deﬁnable in U then lR(A) = 1, if A is
undeﬁnable in U then lR(A) < 1.
2.2. Multisets amd multiset relations
In this subsection, a brief survey of the notion of msets
introduced by Yager [16], the different types of collections of
msets and the basic deﬁnitions and notions of relations in mset
context introduced by Girish and John [17,39,40] are presented.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [41]. An mset M drawn from the set X is
represented by a function Count M or CM deﬁned as CM:
Xﬁ N where N represents the set of nonnegative integers.
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the element x in the mset M. However those elements which
are not included in the mset M have zero count.
Let M and N be two msets drawn from a set X. Then the
following are deﬁned [41]:
(i) M= N if CM(x) = CN(x) for all x 2 X.
(ii) M ˝ N if CM(x) 6 CN(x) for all x 2 X.
(iii) P=M [ N if CP(X) =Max{CM(x),CN(x)} for all
x 2 X.
(iv) P=M \ N if CP(x) =Min{CM(x),CN(x)} for all
x 2 X.Deﬁnition 2.2 [41]. A domain X, is deﬁned as a set of elements
from which msets are the mset space [X]m is the set of all msets
whose elements are X such that no element in the mset occurs
more than m times.
If X= {x1,x2, . . . ,xk} then [X]
m = {{m1/x1,m2/x2, . . . ,mk/
xk}: for i= 1, 2, . . ., k; mi 2 {0,1,2, . . . ,m}}. Henceforth M
stands for a multiset drawn from the multiset space [X]m.
Deﬁnition 2.3 [41]. LetM be an mset drawn from a set X. The
support set of M denoted by M* is a subset of X and
M* = {x 2 X: CM(x) > 0}, i.e., M* is an ordinary set and it is
also called root set.
Deﬁnition 2.4 [41]. Let X be a support set and [X]m be the mset
space deﬁned over X. Then for any msetM 2 [X]m, the comple-
ment Mc of M in [X]m is an element of [X]m such that
CcM ¼ m CMðxÞ for all x 2 X.
Let M be an mset from X= {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} with x appear-
ing n times in M. It is denoted by x 2 nM. The mset M= {k1/
x1,k2/x2, . . . ,kn/xn} drawn from X means that M is an mset
with x1 appearing k1 times, x2 appearing k2 times and so on.
A new notation can be introduced for the purpose of deﬁning
Cartesian product of two multisets, relation on multisets and
its domain and co-domain. The entry of the form (m/x,n/y)/
k denotes that x is repeated m-times, y is repeated n-times
and the pair (x,y) is repeated k-times. The counts of the mem-
bers of the domain and co-domain vary in relation to the
counts of the x co-ordinate and y co-ordinate in (m/x,n/y)/k.
The notation C1(x,y) and C2(x,y) is therefore introduced.
C1(x,y) denotes the count of the ﬁrst co-ordinate in the or-
dered pair (x,y) and C2(x,y) denotes the count of the second
co-ordinate in the ordered pair (x,y).
Deﬁnition 2.5 [15]. Let M 2 [X]m be an mset. The power mset
P(M) ofM is the set of all the submsets ofM. i.e., N 2 P(M) if
and only if N ˝M.
If N= ;, then N 2 1P(M); and if N „ ;, then N 2 kP(M)




z is taken over by dis-
tinct elements of z of the mset N and Œ[M]zŒ= m iff z 2 mM,











The power set of an mset is the support set of the power
mset and is denoted by P*(M). Power mset is an mset but its
support set is an ordinary set whose elements are msets.Deﬁnition 2.6 [17]. LetM1 andM2 be two msets drawn from a
set X, then the Cartesian product of M1 and M2 is deﬁned as
M1 ·M2 = {(m/x,n/y)/mn: x 2 mM1, y 2 nM2} Here the entry
(m/x,n/y)/mn in M1 ·M2 denotes x is repeated m times in M1,
y is repeated n times in M2 and the pair (x,y) is repeated mn
times in M1 ·M2. The Cartesian product of three or more
nonempty msets can be deﬁned by generalizing the deﬁnition
of the Cartesian product of two msets.
Deﬁnition 2.7 [17]. A sub mset R of M ·M is said to be an
mset relation on M if every member (m/x,n/y) of R has a
count, the product of C1(x,y) and C2(x,y). m/x related to n/
y is denoted by (m/x)R(n/y).
Deﬁnition 2.8 [17]. LetM be an mset in [X]m. Then the follow-
ing are deﬁned.
(i) An mset relation R on an mset M is reﬂexive if and only
if (m/x)R(m/x) for all m/x in M, irreﬂexive if and only if
(m/x)R(m/x) never holds.
(ii) An mset relation R on an mset M is symmetric if and
only if (m/x)R(n/y) implies (n/y)R(m/x), antisymmetric
if and only if (m/x)R(n/y) and (n/y)R(m/x) implies m/x
and n/y are equal.
(iii) An mset relation R on an mset M is transitive if (m/
x)R(n/y), (n/y)R(k/z), then (m/x)R(k/z).
A mset relation R on a msetM is called an equivalence mset
relation if it is reﬂexive, symmetric and transitive.
Example 2.1. LetM= {3/x, 5/y, 3/z, 7/r} be an mset. Then the
mset relation given by R= {(3/x, 3/x)/9, (3/z, 3/z)/9, (3/x, 7/r)/
21, (7/r, 3/x)/21, (5/y, 5/y)/25, (3/x, 3/z)/9, (7/r, 7/r)/49, (3/z, 3/
x)/9, (3/z, 7/r)/21, (7/r, 3/z)/21} is an equivalence mset relation.
Deﬁnition 2.9 [41]. A submset N of M is a whole submset of
M with each element in N having full multiplicity as in M.
i.e., CN(x) = CM(x) for every x 2 N*.
Deﬁnition 2.10 [41]. A submset N of M is a partial whole
submset of M with at least one element in N having full mul-
tiplicity as in M. i.e., CN(x) = CM(x) for some x 2 N*.
Deﬁnition 2.11 [40]. LetM 2 [X]m and P*(M). Then s is called
a multiset topology if s satisﬁes the following properties.
(1) ; and M are in s.
(2) The union of the elements of any sub collection of s is in
s.
(3) The intersection of the elements of any ﬁnite sub collec-
tion of s is in s.
Mathematically, a multiset topological space is an ordered
pair (M, s) consisting of an mset M 2 [X]m and a multiset
topology s ˝ P*(M) onM. Note that s is an ordinary set whose
elements are msets and the multiset topology is abbreviated as
an M-topology. A submset U of an M-topological space M is
an open mset of M if U belongs to the M-topology. Also, a
submset U of an M-topological space M is called closed if
Uc is open [40].
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post-set of x 2 mM is deﬁned as (m/x)R= {n/y: $ some k with
(k/x)R(n/y)}.
Theorem 2.1 [40]. If R is an mset relation on M, then the post
class P+ = {(m/x)R: x 2 mM} form a sub M-base for an M-
topology on M.
Deﬁnition 2.13 [40]. If M is an mset, an M-basis for an M-
topology on M is a collection B of partial whole submsets of
M (called M-basis element) such that
(i) For each x 2 mM, for some m> 0, there is at least one
M-basis element B 2 B containing m/x. i.e., for each
mset in B there is at least one element with full multiplic-
ity as in M.
(ii) If m/x belongs to the intersection of two M-basis ele-
ments M1 and M2, then there is an M-basis element
M3 containing m/x such that M3 ˝M1 \M2. i.e., there
is an M-basis element M3 containing an element with
full multiplicity as in M and that element must be in
M1 and M2 also.
Deﬁnition 2.14 [40]. Given a submset A of an M-topological
spaceM, the closure of an mset A is deﬁned as the intersection
of all closed msets containing A and is denoted by Cl(A). i.e.,
Cl (A) = \ {K ˝M: K is a closed mset and A ˝ K} and
CCl(A)(x) =Min{CK(x): A ˝ K}.
Deﬁnition 2.15 [40]. A closure mset space is a pair (M,Cl)
where M is any multiset and Cl: P*(M)) P*(M) is a mapping
with each element N ˝M, a submset Cl(N) ˝M, called the
closure of N such that
(i) Cl(;) = ;
(ii) N ˝ Cl(N)
(iii) Cl(Cl(N)) = Cl(N)
(iv) Cl(A [ B) = Cl(A) [ Cl(B)
Deﬁnition 2.16 [40]. Given a submset A of an M-topological
space M, the interior of an mset is deﬁned as the union of
all open msets contained in A and is denoted by Int(A).
i.e., Int(A) = [ {G ˝M: G is an open mset and G ˝ A} and
CInt(A)(x) =Max{CG(x): G ˝ A}.
Deﬁnition 2.17 [40]. For an operator Int: P*(M)ﬁ P*(M), if it
satisﬁes the following rules. For every M1, M2 ˝M,
(i) Int(M1 \M2) = Int(M1) \ Int(M2).
(ii) Int(M1) ˝M.
(iii) Int(M) =M.
(iv) Int(Int(M)) = Int(M).
Deﬁnition 2.18 [40]. For any A ˝M, the lower mset approxi-
mation and upper mset approximation of A can be deﬁned as
RLðAÞ ¼ fm=x : ½m=x#Ag
RUðAÞ ¼ fm=x : ½m=x \ A–/grespectively. where [m/x] is called an equivalence class of m/x
in M. The pair (RL(A), RU(A)) is referred to as the rough mul-
tiset of A. The rough multiset (RL(A), RU(A)) gives rise to a
description of A under the present knowledge, that is, the clas-
siﬁcation of M.3. First type of generalized rough msets
In this section, we introduce the ﬁst type of deﬁnition of lower
and upper mset approximations using the M-base of M-
topology.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let R be any binary mset relation onM in [X]m.
Then the mset Æn/yæR is deﬁned as the intersection of all post-








Deﬁnition 3.2. Let R be any binary mset relation on a non-
empty multiset M. For any subset A ˝M, the lower and the
upper mset approximations of A according to R are then
deﬁned as
RðAÞ ¼ fm=x : hm=xiR#Ag
RðAÞ ¼ fm=x : hm=xiR \ A–/g
Obviously, if R is an equivalence relation, Æm/xæR= [m/x]
and these deﬁnitions are equivalent to the original deﬁnitions
[8].
An accuracy measure of the mset A ˝M according to any




As one can notice, 0 6 lR(A) 6 1. If A is deﬁnable in M then
lR(A) = 1, if A is undeﬁnable in M then lR(A) < 1.
Lemma 3.1. For any binary mset relation R on M if x 2 mÆ n/
yæR, then Æm/xæR ˝ Æn/yæR.
Proof. Let z2khm=xiR ¼ \x2mðl=wÞRðl=wÞR. Then k/z is con-
tained in any (l/w)R which contains m/x, and since also m/x
is contained in any (p/u)R which contains n/y, then k/z is con-
tained in any (p/u)R which contains n/y, i.e., z 2 kÆn/yæR. Then
Æm/xæR ˝ Æn/yæR. h
Proposition 3.1. For any binary mset relation R on a nonempty
multiset M and for every A,B ˝M the properties L1–L5, L9,
U1–U5 and U9 hold according to Deﬁnition 3.1.
Proof. (L1)
½RðAcÞc ¼ fm=x : hm=xiR \ Ac–;gc ¼ fm=x : hm=xiR \ Ac
¼ ;g ¼ fm=x : hm=xiR#Ag ¼ RðAÞ
(L2) Since R(M) ˝M, also Æ m/xæR ˝M for all x 2 mM, hence
x 2 R(M). Then M ˝ R(M). Thus, R(M) =M.(L3)
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: hm=xiR#A ^ hm=xiR#Bg ¼ fm=x
: hm=xiR#Ag \ fm=x : hm=xiR#Bg
¼ RðAÞ \ RðBÞ
(L4) Assume that x 2 mR(A) [ R(B), then x 2 mR(A) or
x 2 mR(B), hence Æm/xæR ˝ A or Æm/xæR ˝ B, so Æm/
xæR ˝ A [ B, thus x 2 mR(A [ B), therefore R(A [ B) ˚
R(A) [ R(B).
(L5) Let A ˝ B and x 2 mR(A), then Æm/xæR ˝ A and so Æm/
xæR ˝ B, hence x 2 mR(B). Thus R(A) ˝ R(B).
(L9) Assume that x 2 mR(R(A)), there are two cases, the
ﬁrst case is Æm/xæR= ; and so Æm/xæR ˝ A, hence x 2 mR(A).
The second case is Æm/xæR „ ; and so x 2 mÆm/xæR ˝ R(A).
Therefore, R(R(A)) ˝ R(A). Conversely, assume that
x 2 mR(R(A)), then Æm/xæR 6 #R(A), there exists y 2 nM such
that y 2 nÆm/xæR and y 2 nR(A), hence Æn/yæR ˝ Æm/xæR and (n/
y)R6 #A, thus Æm/xæ R 6 #A, hence x 2 mR(A). Therefore,
R(A) ˝ R(R(A)).
We can proveU1–U5 andU9 as the same as L1–L5 and L9. h
The following example shows that the inverse in L4 and U4
in Proposition 3.1 is not true in general.
Example 3.1. Let R= {(3/a, 3/a)/9, (3/a, 4/b)/12, (4/b, 5/d)/20,
(5/d, 2/a)/10} be a binary mset relation on an msetM= {3/a, 4/
b, 2/c, 5/d}. Then Æ3/aæR= Æ4/bæR= {3/a, 4/b}, Æ2/aæR= {2/a},
Æ2/cæR= ; and Æ5/dæR= {5/d}. If A= {3/a, 2/c} and B=
{4/b, 5/d}, then RðAÞ ¼ f2=c; 5=dg;RðBÞ ¼ f2=c; 5=dg;
RðA [ BÞ ¼ M;RðAÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=bg;RðBÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=b; 5=dg; R
ðA \ BÞ ¼ /;) RðA [ BÞ–RðAÞ [ RðBÞ;RðA \ BÞ–RðAÞ\
RðBÞ.
Proposition 3.2. For any reﬂexive mset relation R on a non-
empty mset M and for every A,B ˝M the properties L6, L7,
U6, U7 and LU hold according to Deﬁnition 3.1.
Proof. (L6) Since R is a reﬂexive mset relation on M, then
x 2 mÆm/xæR for all x 2 mM, also there does not exists x 2 mM
such that Æm/xæ R ˝ ;, hence R(;) = ;.
(L7) Assume that x 2 mR(A), then Æm/xæR ˝ A. Since R is a
reﬂexive mset relation on M, then x 2 mÆm/xæR ˝ A for all
x 2 mM. Thus x 2 mA and so R(A) ˝ A.
We can prove U6 and U7 as the same as L6 and L7. Also we
can prove LU from L7 and U7. h
The following example shows that the inverse in L7, U7 and
LU in Proposition 3.2 is not true in general.
Example 3.2. Let R= {(3/a, 3/a)/9, (2/b, 2/b)/4, (4/c, 4/c)/16,
(5/d, 5/d)/25, (3/a, 2/b)/6, (2/b, 4/c)/8, (5/d, 4/c)/20} be a reﬂex-
ive mset relation on an mset M= {3/a, 2/b, 4/c, 5/d}. Then Æ3/
aæR= {3/a, 2/b}, Æ2/bæR= {2/b}, Æ4/cæR= {4/c} and Æ5/
dæR= {4/c, 5/d}. If A= {3/a, 4/c}, then RðAÞ ¼ f4=cg;
RðAÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=c; 5=dg, thus RðAÞ–A;A–RðAÞ and RðAÞ–
RðAÞ.
We will introduce the following example to prove that L8
and U8 do not hold according to Deﬁnition 3.1., when R is a
reﬂexive and symmetric mset relation.Example 3.3. Let R= {(3/a, 3/a)/9, (2/b, 2/b)/4, (4/c, 4/c)/16,
(5/d, 5/d)/25, (3/a, 2/b)/6, (2/b, 3/a)/6, (4/c, 2/b)/8, (2/b, 4/c)/8}
be a reﬂexive and symmetric mset relation on an mset M
= {3/a, 2/b, 4/c, 5/d}. Then Æ3/aæR= {3/a, 2/b}, Æ2/bæ R= {2/
b}, Æ4/cæR= {2/b, 4/c} and Æ5/dæR= {5/d}. If A= {2/b},
then R(A) = {2/b} and RðRðAÞÞ ¼ f3=a; 2=b; 4=cg, hence
RðRðAÞÞA. Also, if A= {3/a, 4/c}, then RðAÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=cg
and RðRÞðAÞ ¼ ;, hence ARðRÞðAÞ.
Proposition 3.3. For any equivalence mset relation R on a non-
empty mset M and for every A ˝M the properties L8, L10, U8
and U10 hold according to Deﬁnition 3.1.
Proof. (L8) Assume that x2mRðRðAÞÞ, then hm=xiRRðAÞ,
there exists y 2 nM such that y 2 nÆm/xæR and y2nRðAÞ, hence
Æn/yæR \ A= ;, but R is equivalence mset relation, thus Æ m/
xæR \ A= ; and so x 2 mA. Therefore, A#RðRðAÞÞ.
(L10) Since R is reﬂexive, then RðRðAÞÞ#RðAÞ. Con-
versely, we assume that x2mRðRðAÞÞ, then hm=xiR#RðAÞ,
there exists y 2 nM such that y 2 nÆm/xæR and y2nRðAÞ, hence
Æn/yæR \ A= ;. Since R is equivalence mset relation, then Æm/
xæR \ A= ; and so x2mRðAÞ, thus RðAÞ#RðRðAÞÞ. There-
fore, RðAÞ ¼ RðRðAÞÞ.
We can prove U8 and U10 as the same as L8 and L10. h
Remark. The Deﬁnition 3.2 of mset approximations and the
Deﬁnition 3.2 of set approximations in [4] are the same.
Theorem 3.1. If R is a reﬂexive mset relation on M, then the
pair of lower and upper mset approximations in Deﬁnition 3.1
is a pair of interior and closure operators satisfying axioms of
M-topological spaces.
In Table 1 we summarize the properties of the above deﬁni-
tion of lower and upper mset approximation operators with re-
spect to the properties of mest relations.
4. Second type of generalized rough msets
In this section, we introduce the second type of deﬁnition of
lower and upper mset approximations using the M-base of
M-topology.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let R be any binary mset relation on a
nonempty mset M. For any subset A ˝M, the lower and the










Proposition 4.1. For any binary mset relation R on a
nonempty mset M and for every A,B ˝M the properties L1,
L3–L7, L9, U1, U3–U7, U9, and LU hold according to Deﬁnition
4.1.
Table 1 Comparison between the properties of rough msets
depending on the properties of R. A cross (·) indicates that
property is satisﬁed. The ﬁrst column contains the list of
properties of rough msets. The next ﬁve columns are for rough
msets, deﬁned for any mset relation, reﬂexive mset relation,
tolerance (reﬂexive and symmetric) mset relation, dominance
(reﬂexive and transitive) mset relation and equivalence mset
relation respectively.
Property Any relation Reﬂex. Toler. Domin. Equiva.
L1 · · · · ·
L2 · · · · ·
L3 · · · · ·
L4 · · · · ·
L5 · · · · ·
L6 · · · ·
L7 · · · ·
L8 ·
L9 · · · · ·
L10 ·
U1 · · · · ·
U2 · · · · ·
U3 · · · · ·
U4 · · · · ·
U5 · · · · ·
U6 · · · ·
U7 · · · ·
U8 ·
U9 · · · · ·
U10 ·
LU · · · ·
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(L3) Firstly, assume that x 2 mR0(A \ B), there exists
y 2 nM such that x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A \ B, then x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A
and x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ B, hence x 2 mR0(A) \ R0(B), thus
R0(A \ B) ˝ R0(A) \ R0(B). Secondly, assume that
x 2 mR0(A) \ R0(B), there exist y 2 nM and z 2 kM such that
x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A and x 2 mÆk/zæR ˝ B, then Æm/xæR ˝ Æn/
yæR ˝ A and Æm/xæR ˝ Æk/zæR ˝ B, hence x 2 mÆm/xæR ˝ A \ B
and so x 2 mR0(A \ B), thus R0(A) \ R0(B) ˝ R0(A \ B). There-
fore, R0(A) \ R0 (B) = R0(A \ B).
(L4) Assume that x 2 mR0(A) [ R0(B), then x 2 mR0(A) or
x 2 mR0(B), there exist y 2 nM or z 2 kM such that x 2 mÆn/yæ
R ˝ R0(A) or x 2 mÆk/zæ R ˝ R0(B), hence x 2 mÆn/yæ R ˝ A or
x 2 mÆk/zæR ˝ B, and so x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A [ B or x 2 mÆk/
zæR ˝ A [ B, then x 2 mR0(A [ B). Thus,
R0(A) [ R0(B) ˝ R0(A [ B).
(L5) Assume that A ˝ B and x 2 mR0(A), then there exists
y 2 nM such that x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A, hence x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ B, so
x 2 mR0(B). Therefore, R0(A) ˝ R0(B).
(L6)From deﬁnition we get R
0(;) = ¨ {Æm/xæR: Æm/
xæR ˝ ;} = ;.
(L7) Assume that x 2 mR0(A), then there exists y 2 nM such
that x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A, hence R0(A) ˝ A.
(L9) Assume that x 2 mR0(A), then there exists y 2 nM such
that x 2 mÆn/yæR ˝ A, hence Æn/yæR ˝ R0(A), therefore
x 2 mR0(R0(A)). Thus, R0(A) ˝ R0(R0(A)).We can prove U1, U3–U7 and U9 as the same as L1, L3–L7
and L9. Also we can prove LU from L7 and U7. h
The following example shows that the inverse in L4, L7, U4
and U7 in Proposition 4.1 is not true in general.
Example 4.1. InExample3.1, ifA= {3/a,2/c}andB= {4/b,5/d},
then R0ðAÞ ¼ f2=ag; R0ðBÞ ¼ f5=dg; R0ðA [ BÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=b;
5=dg; R0ðAÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=b; 2=cg; R0ðBÞ ¼ f1=a; 4=b; 2=c; 5=dg
and R0ðA \ BÞ ¼ f2=cg; ) R0ðA [ BÞ–R0ðAÞ [ R0ðBÞ and R0
ðA \ BÞ–R0ðAÞ \ R0ðBÞ. Also, R0ðAÞ–A–R0ðAÞ.
Proposition 4.2. For any reﬂexive mset relation R on a non-
empty mset M the properties L2 and U2 hold according to Def-
inition 4.1.
Proof. (L2) Since R is reﬂexive mset relation, then for all
x 2 mM, we get x 2 mÆm/xæ R ˝ R0(M), hence M= R0(M).
We can prove U2 as the same as L2. h
We will introduce the following example to prove that L8
and U8 do not hold according to Deﬁnition 4.1., when R is a
reﬂexive and symmetric mset relation.
Example 4.2. In Example 3.3, if A= {2/b}, then R0(A) = {2/
b} and R0ðR0ðAÞÞ ¼ f3=a; 2=b; 4=cg, hence R0ðR0ðAÞÞA.
Also, if A= {3/a}, then R0ðAÞ ¼ f3=ag and R0ðR0ÞðAÞ ¼ ;,
hence AR0ðR0ÞðAÞ.
Proposition 4.3. For any equivalence mset relation R on a non-
empty mset M and for every A ˝M the properties L8, L10, U8
and U10 hold according to Deﬁnition 4.1.
Proof. Straightforward. h
Remark. Deﬁnition 4.1 of mset approximations and the Deﬁ-
nition 3.2 of set approximations in [4] are the same.
Theorem 4.1. If R is a reﬂexive mset relation on M, then the
pair of lower and upper mset approximations in Deﬁnition 4.1
is a pair of interior and closure operators satisfying axioms of
M-topological spaces.
In Table 2 we summarize the properties of the above deﬁni-
tion of lower and upper mset approximation operators with re-
spect to the properties of mest relations.
5. Third type of generalized rough msets
In this section, we introduce the third type of deﬁnition of low-
er and upper mset approximations using the M-base of M-
topology.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let R be any binary mset relation on a
nonempty mset M. For any submset A ˝M, the lower and




fhm=xiR : hm=xiR \ A–;g
R00ðAÞ ¼ ½R00ðAcÞc
Table 2 Comparison between the properties of rough msets
depending on the properties of R. A cross (·) indicates that
property is satisﬁed. The ﬁrst column contains the list of
properties of rough msets. The next ﬁve columns are for rough
msets, deﬁned for any mset relation, reﬂexive mset relation,
tolerance (reﬂexive and symmetric) mset relation, dominance
(reﬂexive and transitive) mset relation and equivalence mset
relation respectively.
Property Any relation Reﬂex. Toler. Domin. Equiva.
L1 · · · · ·
L2 · · · ·
L3 · · · · ·
L4 · · · · ·
L5 · · · · ·
L6 · · · · ·
L7 · · · · ·
L8 ·
L9 · · · · ·
L10 ·
U1 · · · · ·
U2 · · · ·
U3 · · · · ·
U4 · · · · ·
U5 · · · · ·
U6 · · · · ·
U7 · · · · ·
U8 ·
U9 · · · · ·
U10 ·
LU · · · · ·




Proposition 5.1. For any binary mset relation R on a nonempty
mset M and for every A,B ˝M the properties U1–U5, L1–L5




00ð;Þ ¼ Sfhm=xiR : hm=xiR \ A–;g ¼ ;.
(U3)
R00ðA [ BÞ ¼ fhm=xiR : hm=xiR \ ðA [ BÞ–;g ¼ fhm=xiR
: hm=xiR \ ðAÞ–;orhm=xiR \ ðBÞ–;g ¼ fhm=xiR
: hm=xiR \ ðAÞ–;g [ fhm=xiR : hm=xiR \ ðBÞ–;g
¼ R00ðAÞ [ R00ðBÞ
(U4) Assume that x2mR00ðA \ BÞ, then there exists y 2 nM
such that x 2 mÆn/yæR and Æn/yæR \ (A \ B) „ ;, hence Æn/
yæR \ A „ ; and Æn/yæR \ B „ ;, thus x2mR00ðAÞ and
x2mR00ðBÞ and so x2mR00ðAÞ \ R00ðBÞ. Therefore,
R00ðA \ BÞ#R00ðAÞ \ R00ðBÞ.
(U5) Assume that A ˝ B and x2mR00ðAÞ, there exists y 2 nM
such that x 2 mÆn/yæR and Æn/yæR \ A „ ;, then Æn/
yæR \ B „ ;, hence x2mR00ðAÞ. Thus R00ðAÞ#R00ðBÞ.We can
prove L1–L5 as the same as U1–U5.The following example shows that the inverse in L4 and U4
in Proposition 5.1 is not true in general. h
Example 5.1. In Example 3.1, if A= {3/a,2/c} and B
= {4/b,5/d}, then R00ðAÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=bg, R00ðBÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=b;
5=dg, R00(A) = {2/c} and R00(B) = {2/c,5/d}, hence
R00ðA \ BÞ ¼ ;, R00ðAÞ \ R00ðBÞ ¼ f3=a; 4=bg, R00(A [ B) =
{3/a,4/b,2/c,5/d} and R00(A) [ R00(B) = {2/c,5/d}. Therefore,
R00ðA \ BÞ–R00ðAÞ \ R00ðBÞ and R00(A) [ R00(B) „ R00
(A [ B).
Proposition 5.2. For any reﬂexive mset relation R on a non-
empty mset M and for every A,B ˝M the properties U6, U7,
L6 and L7 hold according to Deﬁnition 5.1.
Proof.
(U6) Since R is reﬂexive mset relation, then for all x 2 mM,
we get x 2 mÆm/xæR, hence M ¼ R00ðMÞ.
(U7) Since x 2 mÆm/xæR, then if x 2 mA, hence Æm/
xæR \ A „ ;, thus x2mR00ðAÞ. Therefore, A#R00ðAÞ. We can
prove L6, L7 as the same as U6, U7. h
Proposition 5.3. For any reﬂexive and transitive mset relation R
on a nonempty mset M and for every A ˝M the properties U8
and L8 hold according to Deﬁnition 5.1.
Proof. (U8) Assume that x2mR00ðR00ðAÞÞ, then there exists
y 2 nM such that x 2 mÆn/yæR and Æ n/yæR \ R00(A) „ ;, there
exists z 2 kM such that z 2 kÆn/yæR and z 2 k R00(A), hence
z2kR00ðAcÞ, so that Æn/yæR \ Ac = ;, then Æn/yæR ˝ A, thus
x 2 mA. Therefore, R00ðR00ðAÞÞ#A.
We can prove L8 as the same as U8.
We will present the following example to prove that L8 and
U8 do not hold according to Deﬁnition 5.1., when R is a
reﬂexive and transitive mset relation. h
Example 5.2. Let R= {(3/a, 3/a)/9, (2/b, 2/b)/4, (4/c, 4/c)/16,
(5/d, 5/d)/25, (3/a, 2/b)/6, (4/c, 4/d)/16} be a reﬂexive and tran-
sitive mset relation on an mset M= {3/a, 2/b, 4/c, 5/d}. Then
Æ3/aæR= {3/a, 2/b}, Æ2/bæR= {2/b}, Æ4/cæR= {4/c, 4/d} and
Æ5/dæR= {5/d}. If A= {3/a, 5/d}, then R00(A) =
{1/d}, R00ðR00ðAÞÞ ¼ f4=c; 5=dg, hence R00ðR00ðAÞÞA. Also
if A= {2/b, 4/c}, then R00ðAÞ ¼ f3=a; 2=b; 4=c; 4=dg,
R00ðR00ðAÞÞ ¼ f3=a; 2=bg, hence ARðRðAÞÞ.
Proposition 5.4. For any reﬂexive and transitive mset relation R
on a nonempty mset M and for every A ˝M the properties U9
and L9 hold according to Deﬁnition 5.1.
Proof. (U9) Firstly, from (U5 and U7), we get
R00ðAÞ#R00ðR00ðAÞÞ. Secondly, assume that x2mR00ðR00ðAÞÞ,
then hm=xiR \ R00ðAÞ–;, there exists y 2 mM such that
y 2 nÆm/xæR and y2nR00ðAÞ, hence by transitivity we get Æn/
yæR ˝ Æm/xæR and Æ n/yæR \ A „ ;, then x2mR00ðAÞ. Thus,
R00ðR00ðAÞÞ#R00ðAÞ.
We can prove L9 as the same as U9. h
Table 3 Comparison between the properties of rough msets
depending on the properties of R. A cross (·) indicates that
property is satisﬁed. The ﬁrst column contains the list of
properties of rough msets. The next ﬁve columns are for rough
msets, deﬁned for any mset relation, reﬂexive mset relation,
tolerance (reﬂexive and symmetric) mset relation, dominance
(reﬂexive and transitive) mset relation and equivalence mset
relation respectively.
Property Any relation Reﬂex. Toler. Domin. Equiva.
L1 · · · · ·
L2 · · · · ·
L3 · · · · ·
L4 · · · · ·
L5 · · · · ·
L6 · · · ·




U1 · · · · ·
U2 · · · · ·
U3 · · · · ·
U4 · · · · ·
U5 · · · · ·
U6 · · · ·




LU · · · ·
Table 4
Objects/attributs a1 a2 a3
O1 1 1 1
O2 1 2 1
O3 3 3 2
O4 1 1 1
O5 2 2 2
O6 1 2 1
O7 3 3 2
O8 2 2 2
O9 1 1 1
O10 1 2 1
O11 3 3 2
O12 1 2 1
O13 3 3 2
O14 2 2 2
O15 3 3 2
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U9 do not hold according to Deﬁnition 5.1., when R is a reﬂex-
ive and symmetric mset relation.
Example 5.3. In Example 3.3, if A= {4/c}, then
R00ðAÞ ¼ f2=b; 4=cg and R00ðR00ðAÞÞ ¼ f3=a; 2=b; 4=cg, thus
R00ðR00ðAÞÞR00ðAÞ. Moreover, if A= {3/a, 2/b, 5/d}, then
R00(A) = {3/a, 5/d} and R00(R00(A)) = {5/d}, therefore
R00(A) 6 #R00(R00(A)).
Proposition 5.5. For any equivalence mset relation R on a non-
empty mset M and for every A ˝M the properties U10 and L10
hold according to Deﬁnition 5.1.
Proof. (U10) Assume that x2mR00ðR00ðAÞÞ and R is equivalence,
then Æm/xæR \ R00(A) „ ;, there exists y 2 nM such that y 2 nÆm/
xæR and y 2 nR00(A), hence y2nR00ðAcÞ, so that Æm/
xæR \ Ac = ;, then x2mR00ðAcÞ, thus x 2 R00(A). Therefore,
R00ðR00ðAÞÞ#R00ðAÞ.
We can prove L10 as the same as U10. h
Remark. When R is reﬂexive, then the properties L8 and U8
hold in Deﬁnition 5.1 of mset approximations, but does not
hold in Deﬁnition 3.4 of set approximations in [4].
Theorem 5.1. If R is a reﬂexive and transitive mset relation on
M, then the pair of lower and upper mset approximations in Def-
inition 5.1 is a pair of interior and closure operators satisfying
axioms of M-topological spaces.In Table 3 we summarize the properties of the above deﬁni-
tion of lower and upper mset approximation operators with re-
spect to the properties of mest relations.
6. An illustrative example
For the sake illustration, we present below a simple example,
where most of deﬁnitions gives different result. Consider the
set of objects M= {O1,O2,O3, . . . ,O15} and the set of attri-
butes X= {a1,a2,a3}. The value of every object Oi with respect
to the attribute aj is given by
Oi(aj) = k, where k 2 {1,2,3}, i 2 {1,2, . . . , 15}, and
j 2 {1,2,3}, As follows in Table 4.
Assume that x1 = O1 = O4 = O9,
x2 = O2 = O6 = O10 = O12,
x3 = O3 = O7 = O11 = O13 = O15 and
x4 = O5 = O8 = O14, then we have a mset M= {3/x1,4/
x2,5/x3,3/x4}.
We can deﬁne a mset relation as follows
m/xiR n/xj () $k such that xi(ak) = xj(ak)"i, j 2 {1,2,3,4}
and k 2 {1,2,3}






In Table 5 we have the lower and upper mset approxima-
tions, accuracy measure and the boundary region of some
sub mset of a mset M using Deﬁnition 3.2. Also, we used Def-
inition 4.1 in Table 6 and Deﬁnition 5.1 in Table 7.
We observe in this example that:
 R00(A) ˝ R(A) = R0(A)
 R0ðAÞ ¼ RðAÞ#R00ðAÞ
 BND0(A) = BND(A) ˝ BND00(A)
 l00RðAÞ 6 lRðAÞ ¼ l0RðAÞ.
Therefore, in order to get more accurate mset approxima-
tions, should be using Deﬁnitions 3.2 and 4.1.
Table 5
Mset/property Lower Upper Accuracy BND
; ; ; 0 ;
{3/x1} ; {3/x1} 0 {3/x1}
{4/x2} {4/x2} M 1/4 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{5/x3} ; {5/x3,3/x4} 0 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x4} ; {5/x3,3/x4} 0 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2} {3/x1,4/x2} M 1/2 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,5/x3} ; {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,3/x4} ; {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{4/x2,5/x3} {4/x2} M 1/4 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{4/x2,3/x4} {4/x2} M 1/4 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{5/x3,3/x4} ; {5/x3,3/x4} 0 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2,5/x3} {3/x1,4/x2} M 1/2 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2,3/x4} {3/x1,4/x2} M 1/2 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} ; {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} M 3/4 {3/x1}
M M M 1 ;
Table 6
Mset/property Lower Upper Accuracy BND
; ; ; 0 ;
{3/x1} ; {3/x1} 0 {3/x1}
{4/x2} {4/x2} M 1/4 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{5/x3} ; {5/x3,3/x4} 0 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x4} ; {5/x3,3/x4} 0 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2} {3/x1,4/x2} M 1/2 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,5/x3} ; {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,3/x4} ; {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{4/x2,5/x3} {4/x2} M 1/4 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{4/x2,3/x4} {4/x2} M 1/4 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{5/x3,3/x4} ; {5/x3,3/x4} 0 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2,5/x3} {3/x1,4/x2} M 1/2 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2,3/x4} {3/x1,4/x2} M 1/2 {5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} ; {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {3/x1,5/x3,3/x4}
{4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} M 3/4 {3/x1}
M M M 1 ;
Table 7
Mset/property Lower Upper Accuracy BND
; ; ; 0 ;
{3/x1} ; {3/x1,4/x2} 0 {3/x1,4/x2}
{4/x2} ; M 0 M
{5/x3} ; {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x4} ; {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2} {3/x1} M 1/4 {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,5/x3} ; M 0 M
{3/x1,3/x4} ; M 0 M
{4/x2,5/x3} ; M 0 M
{4/x2,3/x4} ; M 0 M
{5/x3,3/x4} ; {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} 0 {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2,5/x3} {3/x1} M 1/4 {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,4/x2,3/x4} {3/x1} M 1/4 {4/x2,5/x3,3/x4}
{3/x1,5/x3,3/x4} ; M 0 M
{4/x2,5/x3,3/x4} {5/x3,3/x4} M 1/2 {3/x1,4/x2}
M M M 1 ;
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The mset approximations are the core concepts of rough
msets, which play an important role in learning knowledge
from database. In this paper, three different deﬁnitions of
lower and upper mset approximations are deﬁned and investi-
gated. These deﬁnitions follow naturally from the mset base of
mset topological space {Æm/xæR: x 2 mM}. Moreover, the rela-
tionships between generalized rough msets and mset topologies
are given. The work presented in this paper utilized the mset
approximations generated by mset relation to get a speciﬁc
type of the intersection of the post-msets and to apply them
in order to get more accurate mset approximations.
In the future work, we will focus on the extensions of the
concepts of rough msets based on the suitable generalized def-
initions of lower and upper mset approximations.
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